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now you can find and download the new version of stranger cases: a mystery escape from the google play store. the new version has some new features. one such feature is that you can now save your progress and continue where you left off in case you fall down. another cool feature is that you can
also unlock extra characters and explore completely new rooms. you can even earn up to 10 different points per screen, which means that you can rack up quite a few points during your adventure. the characters in the game are quite likable, and the story is very interesting. the puzzles are logical and
quite easy to solve, and there are a lot of different elements that make this game special. this game is very simple to play, but there are a lot of different challenges that will challenge your brain and give you a great adventure. this game is one of the best adventure games on google play store and it
is sure to be one of your favorites. the graphics are pretty great, the environment is very vivid and the colors are attractive. in the game, you can find out who committed the crime, and you will have to find out the whereabouts of the murderer. you will encounter a large number of mysterious
characters, and they will appear at different locations. you have to collect clues by exploring different rooms. adventure escape mysteries 2 apk is an exciting adventure game where you must find and save the princess! a mix of the best puzzle platforming and management elements that keeps you on
your toes through 60 levels of the game. you have to explore, climb and collect all the items that you need to save the princess in this awesome puzzle platforming game. play the best escape game with a twist, you will have to solve puzzles and save your princess!
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Description: Adventure Escape Mysteries is a new kind of detective thriller which involves solving puzzles and discovering hidden objects. In this part of the world there is an evil shadow on the throne. The main character enters into the palace to save the people and runs into some unexpected
situations. There are many unique puzzles to solve on the way. The whole story is built for you, so no one else can help. This is the best time to download it right now and solve puzzles. Game Features: * Challenging puzzles, huge number of items in hundreds. * Search for the proper items, unlock new
areas and challenges. * Follow the main characters in a quest to save the story. * Exploration and immersion in the strange world of this new adventure. * Adventure, intrigue and mystery. * Beautiful 2D graphics - enjoy this visually stimulating adventure game. it can be said that some of the gameplay
will be similar to some of the hidden object games. Most of the time you will be presenting with a small image. And you must click on it to recover the item. It is one of the most unique feature of the game. And as you find out the answers to the puzzles will help you solve some of the problems that you
might be having with the environment. As you progress through the game you will be able to explore the different levels and get to the secrets and puzzles that you are not supposed to get. The game is set up for a wide range of gamers. So if you are the casual gamer who enjoys searching for objects

that are hidden in their environment and if you enjoy the themes then then Adventure Escape Mysteries is the game that you might like. 5ec8ef588b
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